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Abstract: The paper  gives  some results on  best proximity and fixed point for a class of  generalized 
hybrid cyclic self-mappings in Banach spaces . 
 
1. Introduction 
The following objects are considered through the manuscript: 
1) The Hilbert space H on  the field X (in particular, R or C ) endowed with the inner product  y,x  
which maps HH  to X ; Hyx  ,  which maps HH   to X ; where  ,X  is a Banach space when 
endowed with a norm  induced by the inner product and defined by 21, /xxx  ; Hx . It is 
well-known that all Hilbert spaces are uniformly convex Banach spaces and that Banach spaces are 
always reflexive. 
2) The  2p -cyclic self-mapping AAT :  with  pi iAA :  subject to pp AA 1  where 
  HA i   are p subsets of H ;  p,...,,pi 21 , that is, a self-mapping satisfying 
  1 ii AAT ; pi   
3) The function     ,XfdomDf :  which is a proper convex function which is Gâteaux 
differentiable in the topological interior of D , Dint ,  that is,     xfXxD ::  and convex 
since f is proper with 
        yfxfyxf   11 ; Dyx  , ,  10 ,                                                      (1) 
since f is convex,  and for each Dx , there is   *Xxf*x  ( the topological dual of X ) such that  
    

)(
0
x´f,y
t
xftyxflim
t
; Dy                                                                                          (2) 
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since f is Gâteaux differentiable in Dint where  x´f denotes the Gâteaux derivative of f at x if 
Dintx . On the other hand, f is said to be strictly convex if  
        yfxfyxf   11 ;   Dxyx  , ,  10 ,                                              (3) 
4) The Bregman distance (or Bregman divergence) fD  associated with the proper convex function f  
  ,DDD f : , where    00::0   RRR zz , is defined by: 
        x´f,xyxfyfx,yD f ; Dy,x                                                                           (4) 
provided that it is Gâteaux differentiable everywhere in Dint . If f  is not Gâteaux differentiable at 
Dintx then (4) is replaced by 
       yx,xfxfyfx,yD f  0                                                                                                   (5) 
where       
t
xfyxtxflimyx,xf
t
 0
0 :   and   x,yD f  is finite if and only if DDx  0 , the 
algebraic interior of D defined by: 
      xXyDz,x,yxzDxD \;,::0                                                                            (6) 
The topological interior of D is      0:: DDfrxDxDint  . where  Dfr  is the boundary of D . 
It is well-known that the Bregman distance does not satisfy either the symmetry property or the triangle 
inequality which are required for standard distances while they are always nonnegative  because of the 
convexity of the function     ,XfdomDf : . The Bregman distance between sets 
XHC,B   is defined as    yxDinfCBD f
CyBx
f ,:,
, 
 . If HAAi   for pi then 
   yxDinfAADD f
AyAx
fif
ii
,,:
1,
1ii

  . Through the paper, sequences     00 NN   nnnn xTx  
with  00  NN  are simply denoted by  xT n  for the sake of notation simplicity. 
 
2. Some fixed point theorems for cyclic hybrid self-mappings on the union of intersecting subsets 
The Bregman distance is not properly a distance, since it does not satisfy symmetry and the triangle 
inequality, but it is always nonnegative and leads to the following interesting result towards its use in 
applications of fixed point theory: 
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Lemma 2.1. If   ,DDf :  is a proper strictly convex function being Gâteaux differentiable in 
Dint then 
        0 y´fx´f,xyy,xDx,yD ff ; Dinty,x                                                    (7) 
  0x,xD f ; Dintx                                                                                                                            (8) 
  0x,yD f ;   Dintxy,x                                                                                                               (9) 
             y´fx´f,xyxfyfy,xDx,yD ff 2 ; Dinty,x                              (10) 
Proof: By using (4) for  x,yD f  and defining         y´f,yxyfxfy,xD f ; Dinty,x   
by interchanging x  and y in the definition of  x,yD f  in (4) 
            x´fyy´fxy´fyx´fxy,xDx,yD ff ,,,,  
                                           x´fy´fyy´fx´fx ,,                                                               (11)                                    
what leads to the equality in  (7). The whole (7) follows from (11), the fact that 
    0 y´fx´f,yx ;   Dintxy,x  , [5], if   ,DDf :  is proper strictly convex, 
and the fact   0y,xD f ; Dinty,x  . 
Eq. (8) follows from  (7) for yx   leading to   02 x,xD f . To prove (9), take   Dintxy,x   
implying that     0 y´fx´f,yx , [5],  and proceed by contradiction using (4) by assuming that 
  0x,yD f  for such   Dintxy,x   so  that 
        x´fxyxfyfx,yD f ,0  
                            y´fyxy´fx´fyxxfyf ,,  
                         xyDy´fxyxfyf f ,,   
 which contradicts   0x,yD f .Then,   0x,yD f  and hence (9). 
   y,xDx,yD ff              y´f,yxyfxfx´f,yxxfyf   
                                    x´fy´f,yxxfyf2                                                               (12)                
 ; Dinty,x   and hence (10)-(11) via (7) and (9).                                                                                     □ 
The following definition is then used: 
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Definition 2.2. If  iAD ; pi and     ,XfdomDf :  is a proper convex function 
which is Gâteaux differentiable in Dint , then the p -cyclic self-mapping  pi ipi i AAT  : , where 
HDintAA
pi i
 : and iA ; pi , is said to be a generalized point-dependent  ,K -
hybrid  2p -cyclic self-mapping relative to fD  if  
             Ty´fy´f,Txxyy,xDyKTy,TxD fif   ; pi,Ay,Ax ii  1                (13)   
for some given functions R pi iA:  and  iii aAK ,0: 1   with  Ria , pi , where 
 1,0: 1   pi iAK  defined by        1pi ij ijj yTKyK for any 1 iAy ; pi .  
 
If, furthermore,  10 ,A:K pi i ; pi  then   pi ipi i AAT  : is said to be a generalized 
point-dependent  ,K -hybrid  2p -cyclic self-mapping relative to fD .                  □ 
If 1p , it is possible to characterize 11: AAT  as a  trivial 1 -cyclic  self-mapping with 21 AA   
which does not need to be specifically referred to as 1-cyclic. 
 
The following concepts are useful: 
    ,XfdomDf :  is said to be totally convex if the modulus of total 
convexity     ,,Dv f 00: 0 , that is,     txy,Dy:yxDinft,xv ff  ,  is positive for 
0t . 
     ,XfdomDf :  is said to be uniformly convex if the modulus of total 
convexity     ,,f 00: , that is,       


 

  txy,Dyx:yxfyfxfinftf ,22  is 
positive for 0t . It holds that    ttxv ff , ; Dx , [5]. The following result holds: 
 
Theorem  2.3.  Assume that: 
1)     ,XfdomDf :  is a lower- semicontinuous proper strictly totally convex function 
which is Gâteaux differentiable in Dint .  
2)   HDintAi  ; pi  are bounded, closed and convex  subsets of H  which intersect and 
 pi ipi i AAT  :  is a generalized point-dependent  ,K -hybrid  2p -cyclic self-mapping 
relative to fD  for some given functions R   pi iA:  and  1,0:  pi iAK , defined by 
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       1pi ij ijj yTKyK for any 1 iAy ; pi  and some functions  iii aAK ,0: 1  ; pi , 
with  being bounded. 
3)  There is a convergent sequence  xT n   to some  pi iAz  for some  pi iAx  . 
 
Then, Tzz   is the unique fixed point of   pi ipi i AAT  : to which all sequences  xT n  converge 
for any  pi iAx  ; pi . 
Proof:   The recursive use of (13) yields: 
             yT´fTy´f,xTTxTyTyxTDTyKyTxTD fif 22122 ,,   
                    yT´fTy´f,xTTxTyTy´fy´f,Txxyy,xDyKTyK fii 221   
; pi,Ay,Ax ii  1                                                                                                          (14) 
………………………………………………………………………………… 
             yT´fyT´f,xTxTyTyTxTDyTKyTxTD pppppppfppippf 1111111 ,, 
 
              yxDyTK fijppj jp ,11 1     
                     yT´fyT´f,xTxTyTyTK kkkkpk kp kj jpijp 111 11 1       (15) 
; pi,Ay,Ax ii  1  with pip AxT  , pip AyT  1  with ipi AA  , ipi KK  ; pi . 
where 0T is the identity mapping on  pi iA . Now, define        yTKyKˆ ijppj jp 11 1: so that 
one gets  
                    yT´fyT´f,xTxTyTyTKyxDyKˆyTxTD kkkknpk kpn kj jnpijpnfnnpnpf 111 11 1,, 
     
                  yT´fyT´f,xTxTyTyTKyxDyKˆ kkkkpnk kpn kj jnpijpnfn 1111 11 1,   
                   yT´fyT´f,xTxTyTyTK kkkknp pnk kpn kj jnpijpn 111 11 1                
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                  


 
 


yT´fyT´f,xTxTyTmaxM
yKˆ
yˆKˆyxDyKˆ jjjjj
npjnp
pn
f
n 111
1
11
1
1,   
                                                                                                                                                      (16) 
since      11   pi ij ijj yTKyKˆ ; 1 iAy  since  pi ipi i AAT  :  is a generalized point-
dependent  ,K -hybrid  2p -cyclic self-mapping relative to fD , implies that   1yKˆ ; 
 pi iAy  , where  
              yT´fyT´f,xTxTyTyTKM kkkknp pnk kpn kj jnpijpnnp 111 11 1    
                                                                                                                                                      (17) 
and 
 yTxTD mnpmnpf ,
                


 
 


yT´fyT´f,xTxTyTmaxM
yKˆ
yˆKˆyTxTDyKˆ jjjjj
nmpjnpnmp
pm
npnp
f
m 111
1
11
1
1,   
                                                                                                                                                      (18) 
 
so that 
    


   nmpm,n
mnpmnp
f
m,n
Msuplim
yKˆ
yTxTDsuplim
1
1,0  
                           0111
1


  

yT´fyT´f,xTxTyTmaxsuplim jjjjj
nmpjnpm,n
             (19) 
since, R   pi iA:  is bounded,   ,XDf :  is lower-semicontinuous then with all 
subgradients in any bounded subsets of Dint being bounded,  and  xT j  and  xTxT jj 1 ; 
 pi iAx  , pi   converge so that they are Cauchy sequences being then bounded; 
 pi iAx  , pi  where  pi iAz  , since  pi iA  is nonempty and closed, is some fixed point 
of  pi ipi i AAT  : . As a result,     0,,   yTxTDlimyTxTDlim nnfnnpnpfn ; 
iAx  , 1 iAy , pi . From a basic property of Bregman distance, 
 zxTyT nn  as n ; iAx  , 1 iAy , pi , if     ,XfdomDf :  is 
sequentially consistent. But, since  pi iA is closed,   pi ipi i AAD:f   is sequentially 
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consistent if and only if it is totally convex,   [6]. Thus,  yT n  converges also to z  for any iAx and 
1 iAy  ; pi so that Tzz   is a fixed point of  pi ipi i AAT  : . Assume not and proceed by 
contradiction leading to    zTzDzTxTD nfnnf ,,    converges to zero as n  from a basic 
property of Bregman distance. Thus,       0,   zTfzfzTzD nnf as n  since 
  0 zT´f,zTz nn as n . As a result,    zfzTf n  , TzzzT n   as n  from the 
continuity of     ,XfdomDf :  and z  is a fixed point of  pi ipi i AAT  : . Now, 
take any jAy 1  so that 111   iji AyTy  then 
      0,,, 11   zzDzTzDyTxTD fjifjinnf  since z  is a fixed point of 
 pi ipi i AAT  :  and     ,XfdomDf :  is a proper strictly totally convex function. 
As a result,  yT n  converges to z ; 1 iAy . 
It is now proven that  pi iAz  is the unique fixed point of  pi ipi i AAT  : . Assume not so that 
there is    pi iATzzz  11 . Then,   0, 1 zTxTD nnf  as n  so that   11 zTzxT nn  , 
since   0y,xD f  if     pi ipi i AintAxy,x    since     ,XfdomDf :  is 
proper and totally strictly convex and, since,   zxT n  , and  pi iAz   . Since  pi iA  is closed 
and  convex,  it turns out  that z  is the unique fixed point of  pi ipi i AAT  : .  
Note that the result also holds for any  pi iAy  1  since   pij jAy   maps to 11  ik AyTy i  
for some nonnegative integer 1 pki  through the self-mapping   pi ipi i AAT  :  so that 
        01   z,zDzT,zDyT,xTDyT,xTD fkfknnfnnf ii  as n  since  pi iAz   is 
the unique fixed point of  pi ipi i AAT  :  and  yT n  converges to z  for any  pi iAy  .   □ 
 
The subsequent result  extends  directly Theorem 2.3 to  the  p -composite self-mappings 
ii
p
i AAAT  pj j: ; pi , defined  as  xTTxT jpjp  ;  pi iAx   subject to kjpi  ; 
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pj,i  . The subsets XAi  , pi are not required to intersect since the restricted composite 
mappings as defined  above are self-mappings on nonempty, closed and convex sets. 
 
Corollary  2.4.  Assume that: 
1)     ,XfdomDfi :  is a proper strictly totally convex function which is lower- 
semicontinuous and Gâteaux differentiable in Dint .  
2)   HDintAi   is bounded and closed; pi ,  pi ipi i AAT  :  is a p -cyclic self-
mapping so that iipj j
p
i AAAT :  for some pi is a generalized point-dependent  i,K  -
hybrid  2p -cyclic self-mapping relative to fD  for some given functions R   pi ii A: and 
 1,0 pi iA:K  for some pi  defined by        1pi ij ijj yTKyK for any 1 iAy ; pi  
and  iii aAK ,0: 1   for some Ria , pi  where HAA pi i  : ,  being bounded and 
iA being, furthermore, convex for the given pi .  
3)  There is a convergent sequence  xT pni   to some ii Az  for some iAx  and pi . 
 
Then, ii Tzz   is a unique  fixed point of iipi AAT  pj jA: to which all sequences  xT pni  converge 
for any iAx  for pi . 
Also, if Conditions 1-3 are satisfied with all the subsets iA ; pi  being nonempty, closed and convex 
for some proper strictly convex function     ,XfdomDff i : which is Gâteaux 
differentiable in Dint ,  then ii Tzz   ; pi is a unique  fixed point of iipj jpi AAAT : ; 
pi to which all sequences  xT pni  converge for any iAx ; pi . The p unique fixed points of 
each generalized point-dependent  i,K  -hybrid 1 -cyclic composite self-mappings 
ii
p
i AAAT  pj j: ; pi  fulfil the relations kjip zTz  for kjpi  ; 1 pi , pj . □ 
 
Outline of proof:  Note that     pi iAD . Eq. 13 is now extended to iipj jpi AAAT :  for 
the given pi  leading to 
            yT´fy´f,xTxyy,xDyKyTxTD pipiifipipif ,  ; piAy,x i  ,                (20)     
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since piT  is a  trivial 1- cyclic self-mapping on 
iA
  for pi .   The above relation leads recursively to: 
 yTxTD npinpif ,    yxDyKˆ fn ,       
                            yT´fyT´f,xTxTyTmaxMˆyKˆ jpipjijpipjipjiinjinp 11111 1   (21) 
with i
np
i
np
i AyTxT , ; 1 iAy  for the given pi  with   1yK , where  yK  is independent of the 
particular iipj j
p
i AAAT :  for pi . One gets by using very close arguments to those used in the 
proof of Theorem 2.4 that   0, 

yTxTDlim pmni
pmn
ifm,n
. Then,  xT pmni  converges to some 
ii Az   which is proven to be a unique fixed point in the nonempty, closed and convex set iA  for pi  . 
The remaining of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.3. The last part of the result follows by 
applying its first part to each of the p  generalized point-dependent  ,K -hybrid 1 -cyclic composite 
self-mappings iipj j
p
i AAAT :  relative to fD ; pi .                                                           □ 
Remark 2.5. If   ,XADf ipi:  is totally convex if it is a continuous strictly convex 
function which is Gâteaux differentiable in Dint , Xdim  and ipi AD   is closed, [7]. In view of 
this result, Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 2.4 are still valid if the condition of its strict total convexity of 
  ,ADf ipi:  is replaced by its continuity and its strict convexity if the Banach space is 
finite dimensional. Since     0,  ttxv ff  ;  Rt , it turns out that if   ,ADf ipi:  is 
uniformly convex then it is totally convex. Therefore, Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 2.4 still hold if the 
condition of strict total convexity is replaced with the sufficient one of strict uniform convexity. Note that 
if a convex function f is totally convex then it is sequentially consistent in the sense that  
  0nnf y,xD  as n  if 0 nn yx  as n for any sequences  nx and  ny  in D .   □ 
 
Some results on weak cluster points of average sequences of relative hybrid self-mappings built 
from  xT n , for iAx  and some pi  are investigated in the following results related to the fixed 
points of  xT n . 
 
Theorem 2.6. Assume that: 
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1) X  is a reflexive space and   ,XDf :  be a lower-semicontinuous strictly convex function 
so that it is Gâteaux differentiable in  Dint . 
2) A p cyclic self-mapping  pi ipi i AAT  :  is given defining a composite self-mapping 
 pi ipi ip AAT  :  with   HDintAi   being bounded and closed; pi , so that its 
restricted mapping iipj j
p
i AAAT :  to iA , for some  given pi ,  is generalized point-dependent 
 i,1 -hybrid relative to fD  for some Rii A: for the given pi  with such 
a   HDintAi  being, furthermore, convex.  
Define the sequence     101 nk kp(i)n xTnxS for iAx , where pi TT 00   is the identity mapping on iA  
so that xxT p 0 ; iAx  and assume that  xT n  is bounded for iAx . Then, the  following 
properties hold: 
(i) Every weak cluster point of  xS(i)n  for iAx is a fixed point ii A of iipj jpi AAAT :  of 
iipj j
p
i AAAT :  for the given pi . 
(ii) Define sequences      101 nk jkpj),(in xTnxS  for any integer 11  pj  and iAx  where iA  are 
bounded, closed and convex; pi  . Thus,  xS j),(in  converges to jiijji AT     for iAx , 
where ii A is a fixed point of iipj jpi AAAT : and a weak cluster point of  xS(i)n  for iAx  
and jiji A   ( 11  pj ) is both a fixed point of jijipj jp ji AAAT  : and a weak cluster 
point of  xS j),(in  for iAx . Furthermore, ijji T    if   pi ipi i AAT  :   is continuous.    □ 
3. Some extensions  with weak convergence to weak cluster points of a class of sequences 
Some of the results of Section 2 are now generalized to the case when the subsets of the cyclic mapping 
do not intersect  pi ipi i AAT  : , in general,  by taking advantage of the fact that best proximity 
points of such a self-mapping are fixed points of the restricted ipj ij
p
i AAAT :  for pi . Weak 
convergence of averaging sequences to weak cluster points and their links with the best proximity points  
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in the various subsets of the p -cyclic self-mappings is discussed. Firstly, the following result follows 
from a close proof to that of Theorem 2.6 which is omitted. 
 
Theorem 3.1. Let X  be a reflexive space and let   ,XDf :  be a lower-semicontinuous 
strictly convex function so that it is Gâteaux differentiable in  Dint . Consider the generalized point-
dependent  1p -cyclic hybrid self-mapping  pi ipi i AAT  : being  i,1  relative to fD  for 
some Rii A:  such that   HDintAi  are all bounded, convex, closed and with nonempty 
intersection. Define the sequence   


  101 nk kn xTnxS for  pi iAx  , where 
0T  is the identity 
mapping on  pi iA and assume that  xT n  is bounded for  pi iAx  . Then , the following properties 
hold: 
(i) Every weak cluster point of  xS(i)n  for iAx is a fixed point ii A of  pi ipi i AAT  : .   
(ii) Define the sequence  


  101 nk kn xTnxS for  pi iAx   which is bounded, closed and convex; 
pi  and any integer 11  pj . Thus,  xSn converges to the fixed point  pi iAT    of 
 pi ipi i AAT  : for  pi iAx  which is also a weak cluster point of  xSn .                           □  
 
Remark  3.2. The results of Theorem 2.6 and Theorem 3.1 are extendable without difficulty to the weak 
cluster points of other related sequences to the considered ones. In particular,  
1) Define sequences       101 nk jkjn xTnxS ,  pi iAx   for any given finite non-negative integer 
j  under all the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1. With this notation, the sequence considered in such a 
corollary is     xSxS nn 0 . Direct calculation yields: 
     01 10    jk knknjn xTxTnxSxS  for  pi iAx  as n since  xTxT knk  , and then  
     10jk knk xTxT , is bounded. Then,   xS jn  weakly which is the same fixed point of 
 pi ipi i AAT  : in  pi iA which is a weak cluster point of    xS jn  for  pi iAx  for  any 
finite non-negative integer j . 
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2) Consider all the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 and now define sequences       101 jnk kjn xTnxS , 
 pi iAx   for any given finite non-negative integer j . With this notation, the sequence considered in 
the corollary is     xSxS nn 0 . Direct calculation yields: 
     01 10    jk nknjn xTnxSxS  weakly for  pi iAx  as n since  xT nk  , and then and 
then      10jk nk xT , is bounded. Then,   xS jn  weakly which is the same fixed point of 
 pi ipi i AAT  : in  pi iA which is a  weak cluster point of    xS jn  for  pi iAx  and for 
any finite non-negative integer j . 
 
3) Now consider the hypotheses of Theorem 2.6. It turns out that the sequence 
     101 nk jkpj),(in xTnxS  for iAx  satisfies for any integer 11  pj  
         xTnxSnnTxTxTnTxTnnnxS pn(i)njnk kpnk kpjnk jkpj),(in 11111 101010  
        nk kpjnk kpnk jkpj),(in xTxTTnxTTnnnxS 01010 1111  
           kijip jijijipnjij)(in ATxTnxSn
n
 

  11 1   
weakly as n , where   jijji AxTx   since iAx ,  xT n  is bounded,  and  
    zT
n
zT
n
zS nk
kp
ji
n
k
kpj),(i
n     10101 11  for jiAz   and 11  pj . Thus, ji is a fixed point of 
jijipj j
p
ji AAAT  :  which is also a weak cluster point of the sequences  zS j),(in 1  for 
11  pj . However, it is not guaranteed that jip jiipiijji vTvTT    without additional 
hypotheses on  pi ipi i AAT  : such as its continuity, or art least, that of the composite mapping 
jii
j AAT :  allowing the existence of function of limit equalizing limit of the function at such a fixed 
point. 
4) Now, define       101 jnk kpj,in xTnxS  for iAx . Note that for iAx , ii A  
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         ipiijk pkninjk pknnk kpj,in vTxTnxSxTnxTnxS      101010 111   
weakly as n  since j  is finite, which is a fixed point in iA  of  the composite mapping piT and a 
weak cluster point of   xS j,in  for finite .j                                                                                                 □ 
 
By incorporating some background contractive-type conditions for the cyclic self-mapping the above 
results can be extended to include uniqueness of fixed points as follows. 
 
Theorem 3.3.  Assume that: 
1) Assumption 1of Theorem 2.6 holds with the restriction of  ,X  to be a uniformly convex Banach 
space. 
2) Assumption 2 of Theorem 2.6 holds and, furthermore, all the p -cyclic composite mappings with 
restricted domain iipj j
p
i AAAT : ; pi  are either contractive or Meir-Keeler contractions. 
 
Then, the following properties hold 
(i) Theorem 2.6[(i)-(ii)] holds. Furthermore, each of the mappings iipj j
p
i AAAT :  has a unique 
fixed point ii A which are also best proximity points of  pi ipi i AAT  :  in iA so that 
i
j
ji T   ; ipj  , pi . 
(ii) If, in addition,  pi iA then, there is a unique fixed point  pi iA of 
 pi ipi i AAT  : and iipj jpi AAAT : ; pi .                                                                    □ 
 
 
Theorem 2.9 can be also extended “mutatis-mutandis” to the convergence of weak cluster points of the 
alternative sequences discussed in Remark 3.2.  It is now proven that the sets of fixed points of the 
restricted composite mapping iipj j
p
i AAAT : ; some pi  are convex if such mappings  are 
asymptotically quasi-nonexpansive with respect to fD  in the sense that  it has at least a fixed point in iA  
and    xvDxTvDsuplim fmpif
n
,, 

; iAx  and   ,XDf :  is a proper strictly 
convex function. The above concept of asymptotically quasi non-expansive mapping relaxes that of 
quasi-nonexpansive mapping in  [5]. 
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Theorem 3.4. Let   ,XDf :  be  a proper strictly convex function on the Banach space 
 ,X  so that is is  Gâteaux differentiable in Dint  and consider the restricted composite mapping 
iipj j
p
i AAAT :  for some pi  built  from the p cyclic self-mapping  pipi:   ii AAT  
so that iA  is nonempty, convex and closed. If iipj j
p
i AAAT :  is quasi-nonexpansive then its set 
of  fixed points   piTF is a  closed and convex subset of iA .                                                        □ 
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